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Commentary: Mental protection from traumatic feelings by acting out politics of the White
House collapsed after Rove’s resignation. 

YAHOO Aug 15, 2007, 14.52 PM ET
Petraeus says he will propose troop cuts
By STEVEN R. HURST, Associated Press Writer

37 minutes ago

Commentary: The perspective of peace becomes more and more probable.



The upward turn of US stock markets yesterday afternoon might be an indicator that the worst
of the credit crises is over. What else could follow after peace and breakdown of the acting
out US government have been factored into the markets?

A change of mood expresses itself also in media imagery. I am going to show you some
examples below. These are only proof for a temporary cool down of the the credit crisis. But
since I cannot imagine what overwhelming horror is not yet factored into the markets beyond
peace and collapse of the government I am inclined to think that these fantasies might also
have a significance beyond a shorttime horizon.

Now, let’s look at the imagery. In the following you see how the fantasies on stock markets 
have bcome less threatful and chaotic. First some images from before the turnarount in
stock markets. In the following picture the flag is hanging down. Psychohistorians interpret
this as a sign that the group is overwhelmed by deepest traumatic feelings stemming from
prenatal placental crises of the individuals:

Yahoo 10.8.07, 15.10
U.S. stocks head for sharply lower open

Traders crowd the floor of the New York Stock Exchange near the close of trading, Thursday
afternoon, Aug. 9, 2007. Wall Street plunged again Thursday after a French bank said it was freezing
three funds that invested in U.S. subprime mortgages because it was unable to properly value their
assets. The Dow Jones industrials extended its series of triple-digit swings, this time falling more than
380 points. (AP Photo/Richard Drew)



In the follwing fotograph, nervous traders, beleagered from their unconscious traumatic
feelings, are seeing from the perspective of a child. This also represents feelings of rage and
anxiety stemming from early lifetime of the individuals.

yahoo Aug 15, 2007

Stocks tumble after Fed adds liquidity

NEW YORK - Wall Street tumbled again Wednesday after the Federal Reserve added more cash to the banking
system but failed to quash investors' jitters about problems in lending

The second of the following 3 pictures from yesterday morning shows a disordered crowd of
nervous traders. The third shows a death bringing US flag lying on a coffin and the figures in
the foreground as mourning people.

YAHOO Aug 16., 2007, 7.20 AM ET



After the turn around of stock markets images change. So the following fotograph shows
stock traders well-orderd, lika a music orchestra:

YAHOO Aug 16, 2007, 16.23 PM ET
Wall Street manages late turnaround

The flag below is no more hanging or covering a coffin. A wall, see street sign, against chaos
and disorder has at least temporarily erected.

YAHOO Aug 16, 2007, 17.31 PM
Wall Street manages a late turnaround

AP - 16 minutes ago

NEW YORK - Wall Street pulled off a dramatic late-session turnaround to close mixed Thursday after bargain
hunters lured by weeks of massive declines came back to the stock market. The Dow Jones industrials, down
more than 340 points in afternoon trading, ended the day with a loss of just 13.

Now let’s leave the realm of economy and look at 2 other group fantasies. People seem to
look for signs of hope. So not threatening fantasies on babies and marriage find their way in
the headlines:

YAHOO Aug 16, 2007
Bush's daughter, Jenna, engaged AP - 41 minutes ago
Chinese couple tried to name baby "@" Reuters - Thu Aug 16, 3:04 AM ET



The group now seems to long for motherly protection and nourishing women instead of war
and chaos:

YAHOO Aug 16, 2007

Shady business?
Is Jason Grunstra's MyFreeImplants.com the answer to some women's dreams -- or just to those who want to see
them naked?

Conclusion: The worst of the credit crisis ant the worst downard pressure in stock markets
could be behind us. After a shaky transition period new market patterns could emerge. What
will drive markets in the future has to be seen.

The frequency of future newsletter will be reduced since my holidays from work come to an
end.
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